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Are the Six Days of

Can we be sure what the Bible means
by day in Genesis 1? Yes! The histor-

ical record in Genesis supplies compelling
reasons proving the Creation Days were
regular days.

Context is critical to determine correct meaning.
For example, can you tell what “trunk” means without
a context?

WHAT DOES CONTEXT SHOW?
The first time the Hebrew word YOM (day) is used,
God defines it to be the light period. God defined
“night” to be the dark period. Surely “night” is not a
long age of darkness! Long dark and light periods
would make plant growth impossible-plants require
short alternating periods of light and darkness.

God later identifies day as the time period
ruled by the sun. We know what the sun rules-a
regular day.

Six times the boundaries of the Creation Days
are specified as evening and morning. Hebrew words
for morning and evening occur 260+ times. They
always mean a literal morning or evening which
begin and end a literal day. Evening and morning,
especially in that order, only make sense as bound-
aries of normal days, not as boundaries of long eras
of millions of days.

In Genesis 1 YOM specifies a definite time peri-
od bounded by evening and morning. In the Old
Testament every time YOM is used for a definite
time period having a specific start and end, it always
means a normal day. If the context permits a
figurative meaning for YOM, the time peri-
od is always indefinite in length.

Genesis numbers Creation Days
sequentially, confirming the sense of specif-
ic, literal days. When numbered this way, the
Hebrew word YOM always means a regular
day elsewhere in Scripture (350+ times).

God describes day and night as time
periods separated by sun and moon. The sun
and moon delineate regular days; they do not
separate long million-day eras.

God also created sun and moon for signs,
and for seasons, and for days and years. Days
are obviously literal here-days couldn’t mean
“long ages.”

The overwhelming Biblical usage of
YOM signifies a normal day. Occasionally it
refers to an indefinite time period, but this is
always clear from the context or is indicated
by a qualifier. Nowhere can it be shown that
an unqualified YOM must mean “long age”
instead of a regular day.

The obvious and ordinary meaning of
words is generally the correct meaning,
unless the context indicates otherwise. Does
Genesis require a figurative meaning for
day? Absolutely not. There is no justification
for rejecting the ordinary meaning for day
and twisting it into nonsense to fit a precon-
ceived evolutionary viewpoint. No contextu-

al evidence suggests Creation Days should
be interpreted as long ages-rather there is
abundant evidence within Genesis 1 prov-
ing they are standard days.

HOW DOES SCRIPTURE

PORTRAY CREATION DAYS?
Scripture itself understands Creation Days
to be literal days. The plural YAMIM occurs
700 times and always refers to literal days.

The Fourth Commandment depends on
a literal understanding of day. Six days you shall labor
and do all your work, but the seventh day is a
Sabbath...you shall not do any work...For in six days the
LORD made the heavens and the earth, the sea and all
that is in them, and rested on the seventh day; therefore
the LORD blessed the Sabbath day. (Exodus 20:9-11)
The rationale given for the command to “work for six
days and rest on the seventh” is that this was the pat-
tern God inaugurated during His work of Creation.

The same Hebrew word YOM is used for man’s
days and Creation Days. Good interpretive principles
require YOM to be interpreted consistently within a
given context. After interpreting day in man’s week as
a normal day, it is illogical to interpret the same word

day in the very next verse to mean a long billion-day
age—especially since the end of the verse requires the
regular interpretation for the Sabbath day.

Furthermore, the reason given for the command-
ment hinges on man’s days and Creation Days being
equivalent. It makes sense only by interpreting day
consistently. God’s point was, “Work and rest the way
I did.” If His Creation Days were ages long, should-
n’t we work six eons and rest the seventh?

Why do weekly cycles exist worldwide? Day,
month, and year come from motions of earth and
moon, yet week has no astronomical definition.

Throughout history, cultures universally use seven
day weeks. This is God’s design. He invented weeks
with Creation Week.

God Himself carved this Creation passage in
stone, in the Ten Commandments. How did He
expect the Israelites to understand days on the stone
tablets? As long eras? Certainly not! We must accept
God’s Ten Commandments in full as written. The
Ten Commandments, a vital part of Scripture, affirm
literal Six Day Creation.

WHY NOT MAKE GENESIS

FIT SCIENCE?
Some Christians reject literal Creation Days in
order to accommodate Genesis to scientific belief
in a multi-billion-year evolutionary history for
earth. Now, what if this same interpretive approach
were applied to the historical record of the New
Testament? Reasoning scientifically, physical res-
urrection from the dead is impossible, so one
would suppose Jesus did not rise from the dead.

But Paul anchors forgiveness for sins on the
reality of the Resurrection (1 Corinthians 15:17).
If one reinterprets Genesis based on scientific
beliefs, then one cannot object to this faulty rea-

soning which denies the Resurrection and under-
mines the Gospel.

Scientific arguments that miracles are impossible
are far more persuasive than evidence for evolution.
Therefore filtering Scripture through a “scientific”
grid would deny the Resurrection, Virgin Birth, and
all miracles. Doubting Genesis leads logically to
abandonment of the Bible.

WHAT DO SCHOLARS SAY? 
Renowned Hebrew scholar Professor James Barr of
Oxford University wrote, “So far as I know there is no

professor of Hebrew or Old Testament at any
world-class university who does not believe
that the writer(s) of Genesis 1 through 11
intended to convey to their readers the ideas
that creation took place in a series of six days
which were the same as the days of 24 hours
we now experience...Or to put it negatively,
apologetic arguments which suppose the days
of creation to be long eras of time...are not
taken seriously by any professor, as far as I
know.” Although they do not believe
Genesis, these professors do think the author
of Genesis meant Creation took place in six
normal days.

Creation of the universe in six regular
days means Evolution is impossible. The
supposed 15-billion-year evolutionary age
of the universe cannot be shoe-horned into
Six Days. A Biblical worldview starts with
a clear understanding of God as the
Creator of heaven and earth, including the
crucial truth that He did it in only six reg-
ular days. Six Days is one of the linchpins
of the Biblical worldview in opposition to
the evolutionary worldview. God Himself
clearly and repeatedly emphasizes this. Six
Days is the key distinguishing characteris-
tic of the Biblical explanation of origins.

Dr. Pelletier may be contacted by email at
BillPelletier@TheWoodsideNews.com
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For in six days the Lord made the heavens and the
earth, the sea and all that is in them, and rested
on the seventh day; therefore the Lord blessed the
Sabbath day and made it holy. (Exodus 20:11)

Creation Regular Days 
or Long Ages?
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